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Improving the Performance of an EAD
Aircraft by use of a Retractable Electrode
System
Undergraduate Honors Thesis
Michael Fredricks
4/29/2021

Electroaerodynamic (EAD) propulsion is a growing area of research for small, low powered
aircraft. Recent tests of EAD aircraft have demonstrated low performance in unpowered, gliding
flight. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of a retractable electrode system on
the flight performance of an EAD aircraft. An analysis of electrode drag contribution on the MIT
ionic wind plane’s performance predicts a maximum lift to drag ratio of 22, with the addition of
a retractable electrode system, for a similarly sized and modeled EAD aircraft. An experiment is
developed using a prototype aircraft, launcher, and retraction system setup. A procedure for
testing the effect of retraction angle on the lift to drag ratio and drag coefficient is outlined, and
experimental results are evaluated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Electroaerodynamic (EAD) propulsion has been investigated as a means of solid state
propulsion for several years. The most basic setup of an EAD propulsion device uses asymmetric
pairs of high voltage electrodes, in the range of 10-50kV, to ionize and accelerate atmospheric air
into a cascading flow of ions from one electrode to an electrode of opposite polarity further
downstream [1]. The first electrode is known as the emitter, and the downstream electrode is
known as the collector. As the ions travel from emitter to collector, they collide with neutral air
molecules, transferring their momentum to the air. Thus, the force accelerating the air is equal and
opposite to the thrust acting on the electrodes.

Figure 1.1 – EAD Propulsion Electrode Diagram
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Much effort has gone into improving the two major limitations of EAD propulsion: low thrust
to area and low thrust to power ratios. The low thrust to power contributes to low overall propulsion
efficiency, with losses generated in the form of heat. Early investigations by Christenson and
Moller demonstrated a maximum thrust to power of efficiency of less than 1% with their setup
[3]. Other papers have focused on the effects of varying electrode type (wire, pin, blade), material,
sizing, alignment, and spacing between electrodes [1-2, 4-8]. Corona discharge (CD) has been the
most common form of ion generation for EAD devices, but dielectric-barrier-discharge (DBD) has
been shown to provide improved performance in recent years through the use of a decoupled ion
source. By separating the ionization and acceleration processes, DBD has been shown to overcome
some of the limitations of CD, allowing for greater thrust at the same or higher thrust to power
ratio [10].
With recent improvements in the size and weight of high voltage electronic components and
the development of lightweight high voltage power converters designed specifically for EAD
aircraft [14, 15], EAD propulsion has been proven as a viable means of propulsion for low powered
aerial vehicles, including concentric lifters [13] and planes [12]. The ability to fly with no moving
parts, near silent operation, and fully electric power consumption makes EAD aircraft appealing
for small scale, UAV aircraft. However, their advancement into the commercial market is hindered
by low efficiency compared to conventional motor or engine propelled aircraft.
MIT demonstrated steady level flight of their ionic wind plane for a distance of 55 meters for
a time of 12 seconds [12]. As demonstrated by the unpowered flight testing, the MIT plane
experienced high parasitic drag in gliding, likely due to the electrode configuration. This issue has
the potential to be improved with a better integrated electrode structure. Since the MIT ionic wind
plane’s first flight, there have been efforts at integrating EAD electrodes with aircraft surfaces and
4

components. Chirita and Ieta developed EAD driven propellers that rotate using conductive
electrodes equipped on the blades [9]. Surface dielectric-barrier-discharge (SDBD) has been
shown as a suitable alternative ion source for active flow control and EAD propulsion [17]. SDBD
can be easily fitted to aircraft surfaces, such as airfoils, with low power consumption and without
the penalty of added drag, making it a potential means of improving EAD aircraft performance
[11]. To my knowledge, there have not been any mechanical solutions proposed for improving the
performance of EAD aircraft.
A retractable electrode system could be implemented on an EAD aircraft for several functions
to reduce overall drag when electrodes are not being actively used in flight. It could save power
usage by operating in a pulsatile manner, alternating between power on deployment and power off
retraction to decrease power consumption and increase range of flight. In different atmospheric
environments, one could switch between EAD and another alternative propulsion system
depending on which is more favorable for the given conditions.
A goal of this research is to test the effect of a more integrated EAD propulsion system on
aerodynamic efficiency of an EAD aircraft by use of a retractable electrode system. A prototype
aircraft modeled similarly to the MIT plane is constructed with features including a high aspect
ratio and high wing design, a small fuselage for housing electronics, and a CD wire-to-cylinder
electrode configuration. In this paper, we investigate an experiment developed for determining the
lift to drag ratio of an unpowered prototype EAD aircraft with a retractable electrode system at
different retracted configurations. Due to time constraints, the aircraft is tested only in the gliding,
without electrode power.
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1.2 Theory
Early work by Christenson and Moller [3] determined the following relationships for EAD
thrust and thrust to power:
𝑇=
𝑇

𝐼𝑑
𝜇

1

= [𝐸𝜇(1+𝜙)]
𝑃

(1)

(2)

where I is current, d is the distance between electrodes, μ is the ion mobility of the fluid, E is the
average electric field strength, and ϕ is a nondimensional fluid performance parameter related to
the fluid dielectric constant, ion mobility, and fluid density. This suggests higher thrust to power
for lower electric field strengths. Electric field strength can be reduced by either decreasing
electrode voltage or increasing the distance between electrodes; however, voltage decrease is
limited by the minimum voltage required for corona inception [6].
Barrett and Gilmore determined the following theoretical relationship for EAD thrust to
area when the voltage applied to the electrodes exceeds the inception voltage [5]:
𝑇
𝐴
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= 8 𝜀𝜆𝐸 2

(3)

where A is electrode area, ε is permittivity of the fluid, and λ is the current density ratio. Unlike
thrust to power, the thrust to area ratio is not dependent on ion mobility, and it increases with the
square of average electric field strength. This shows the counteracting nature between thrust to
power and thrust to area, which needs to be considered when determining the size and power
requirements of an EAD aircraft.
For a fixed wing aircraft in equilibrium, unaccelerated glide, the lift to drag ratio and drag
can be determined by the following relationships [16]:
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𝑅

𝐿/𝐷 = ℎ

(4)
1

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 = 𝐿/𝐷

(5)

𝐷 = 𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

(6)

where R is range, h is height, θ is glide angle, and W is aircraft weight.
Drag coefficient can be determined by the following relationship:
𝐶𝐷 = 1
2

𝐷
2𝑆
𝜌∞ 𝑣∞

(7)

where ρ∞ is free stream density, v∞ is free stream velocity, and S is wing planform area

1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this paper and the experiment outlined herein are as follows:
•

To investigate the effect of implementing a retractable electrode system on unpowered
flight performance of an EAD aircraft, specifically the L/D and drag coefficient
• To test the effect of a retractable electrode system by using a prototype aircraft and
launcher setup
• To compare results with the MIT ionic wind plane’s performance
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2. ANALYSIS OF MIT PLANE PERFORMANCE

Figure 2.1 – MIT Ionic Wind Plane [12]
In order to evaluate the results and performance of the prototype aircraft, a comparison
should be made with the MIT plane. The MIT plane has a wingspan of 5m with electrodes spanning
approximately 3m. Using data gathered from the unpowered glides and performance metrics, an
approximation was made for the drag contribution from the electrodes of the MIT plane.
The following data was obtained from Xu et al. [12]:

MIT Plane Performance
mass
2.54 kg
v
4.8 m/s
b
5.14 m
AR
17.9
L
24.0 N
D
3.0 N
Cd
0.144
Cl
1.15
L/D
8
T
40.3 N
Voltage
40.3 kV
Power
620 W
Table 2.1 – MIT Plane Performance
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The following assumptions were made when estimating the electrode drag contribution:
1. Assume the selection of a thin airfoil common for glider aircraft (E387)
2. Assume high trim angle of attack for low flight speed (7 degrees)
3. Assume high efficiency factor for wing geometry (e = 0.95)
4. Assume similar sized fuselage and tail surfaces to prototype aircraft design in this paper
5. Calculate wing drag contribution using airfoil data and induced drag estimation, and
use parasitic drag model to estimate drag contribution of fuselage and tail surfaces
6. Assume all other drag contributions can be attributed to the electrodes and electrode
support system
To estimate the drag contribution of aircraft surfaces and bodies, excluding the wing, a
reference area parasitic drag model is employed for fully laminar flow [18]:

𝐶𝐷,𝑖 = 𝐾𝑖

1.328 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑡

(8)

√𝑅𝑒 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓

where CD,i is the drag coefficient of the ith component, Ki is a form factor based on the geometry
of the surface or body, Re is Reynolds number, Swet is the wetted surface area, and Sref is the
reference surface area, in this case the wing area. Using this model, the following drag coefficients
were estimated for the components of the MIT ionic wind plane, excluding the electrodes:

Aircraft Component
Wing
Fuselage
Horizontal Tail
Vertical Tail
Electrodes
Cd, per length of
electrode pair (1/m)

Drag
Coefficient
0.045
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.092
0.0039

Table 2.2 – Estimated Drag Contributions
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Using this information, one can analyze the effect of a retractable system on electrode drag
contribution and the L/D. Assuming full electrode retraction is equivalent to zero electrode drag
contribution, a maximum L/D of around 22 might be possible during unpowered, gliding flight.

3. AIRCRAFT DESIGN

Figure 3.1 – CAD Assembly of Aircraft Design
The aircraft was designed with similar features to the MIT ionic wind plane in order to
achieve similar flight characteristics. A thin airfoil was chosen to minimize form drag. A high
wing design was chosen to allocate space for the retraction system beneath the wing. High aspect
ratio and tapered winglets were chosen to reduce induced drag, and a dihedral was added to the
winglets to improve roll stability. The small cylindrical fuselage was designed just large enough
to house the electronics (electrode power and retraction control systems). A conventional tail
design mounted far behind the wing increases the tail’s moment arm while reducing size and
weight of the tail. A table of aircraft design parameters can be found in the appendix under section
A.6.
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The entire structure was made from materials known for their lightweight and high strength
properties including carbon fiber rods, balsa wood sheets, and low density foam. 3D printing was
used to manufacture small, custom pieces including joints and brackets. Polyester film was used
to wrap the wing and tail structures, providing rigidity and an aerodynamically smooth surface.
The entire list of aircraft construction materials can be found in the appendix under section A.1.

Figure 3.2 – Prototype Aircraft

Figure 3.3 – Prototype Aircraft 3 View Drawing (dimensions given in inches)
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4. LAUNCHER DESIGN

Figure 4.1 – CAD Launcher Assembly with Aircraft
The launcher was designed similar to many typical UAV launchers. It stores energy in the
form of elastic bungee cables and transfers the spring energy stored in the cables to kinetic energy
for the aircraft to fly. The aircraft is supported by a carriage that slides along a track on linear
bearings. More information on the materials used in the launcher design can be found in appendix
section A.1.
The bungees in this design were chosen for their highly elastic properties, able to stretch
3x their initial length, and low spring rate, k = 0.36lb/in. This allows for a smooth, slowly
accelerated launch. The required energy of the bungees to launch the aircraft to a specified velocity
is determined using the following energy balance,
𝑊𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑈 + 𝐾𝐸 + 𝑊𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔
𝑘
2

1

∆𝑥 2 = 𝑚𝑔∆𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 2 𝑚𝑣 2 + 𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 ∆𝑥
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(9)
(10)

where Δx is the bungee displacement, m is the mass of the aircraft and carriage, α is the launch
angle, and v is the launch velocity. The integral averaged value of drag on the aircraft, Davg, was
used to approximate drag losses in the form of work. This formula is used to determine the required
extension of the bungees. Frictional losses in the bearings, drag due to the carriage, and the mass
of the bungees are considered negligible. To launch the aircraft to a velocity of 15ft/s, a spring
displacement of 28in is required.

Figure 4.2 – Launcher Operation Diagram
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Figure 4.3 – Prototype Launcher

5. RETRACTION SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 5.1 – Retraction System: fully deployed (left) and retracted 60 degrees (right)
The retraction system was designed to enable the electrodes to move through different
positions from fully deployed to fully retracted. Figure 4.1 shows the servo embedded in the front
of the wing, controlling a four bar linkage that supports the electrodes.
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For simplicity, the electrode system was designed with only a single stage in the horizontal
and three electrode pairs in the vertical direction, unlike the MIT plane which uses two stages in
the horizontal and four electrode pairs in the vertical direction. For a single stage design, the
electrodes are separated by a larger distance of 5in to achieve greater thrust per pair as
experimentally validated by Agrawal et al. [4]. The large distance between electrodes is also
designed to ensure that during retraction the shortest distance between any two oppositely charged
electrodes does not fall below the minimum air gap, which would be approximately 0.5in for a
40kV system. Another simplification to this design is the use of cylinder collectors instead of airfoil
shaped collectors. This is to maintain the symmetry of collectors to upstream flow during
retraction. The emitters and collectors are unpowered and not wired to form a closed circuit; they
are only meant to mimic the geometry of an actual electrode system.
The servos are programmed to maintain a range of positions from fully deployed, in which
the electrodes are entirely perpendicular to the wing, to fully retracted, in which the electrodes are
near parallel to the wing, hinging backwards. The Arduino code used to program the servos can
be found in appendix section A.5.

Figure 5.2 – Retraction System Operation: fully deployed (left), retracted 45 degrees (middle),
fully retracted (right)
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Figure 5.3 – Prototype Retraction System: fully deployed (left) and retracted 30 degrees (right)

6. TESTING PROCEDURE
6.1 Instrumentation and Equipment
Figure 6.1 – Retraction Control Board

Figure 6.1 – Retraction Control Board
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Figure 6.2 – Control System Diagram
The control board shown in Figure 6.1 was built and programmed using an Arduino Uno
and programmed in Arduino IDE. It uses a voltage divider arrangement of buttons to control the
servo motors using preset functions corresponding to each button. The servos can be adjusted to
hinge forwards or backwards by increments of 10 degrees or reset to the neutral position. A custom
flapping function was also added to hinge the servos from a minimum to maximum position at a
set angular speed.

Figure 6.3 – GoPro Video Recorder
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A GoPro HERO8 is used to record the test flights. Its wide angle lens, high resolution, and
high framerate allows it to capture the full extent of each flight attempt.

6.2 Procedure
The following procedure is used for launch testing of the prototype aircraft:
1. Set up launching mechanism
a. Position launcher with a launch angle of 7 degrees
b. Record initial launch height
2. Set up camera to record all flight attempts
3. Test gliding flight of aircraft with electrodes installed in a range of fixed retraction angles
a. Set servos to fixed retraction angle starting at 0 degrees and increase by 20
degrees each cycle to a fully retracted angle of 80 degrees
b. Conduct three launch attempts per retraction angle
c. Record time of flight and range for each launch attempt
d. Redo poor quality flights
4. Test gliding flight of aircraft without electrodes installed
a. Remove electrodes and retraction system from aircraft
b. Conduct three launch attempts
c. Record time of flight and range
d. Retry poor quality flights
5. Calculate flight performance (L/D and CD) for each flight configuration

7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 7.1 – Experimental Setup A
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The aircraft was mounted on the launcher carriage and the launcher was set at a 7 degree
launch angle. Tape was used to mark the horizontal launch distance in 1 foot intervals, and the
GoPro was positioned to record the full span of the launch. Experimental setup A was assembled
in the Arkansas Union Ballroom and allowed for a maximum launch distance of 95ft.

Figure 7.2 – Experimental Setup B
Due to complications with the launcher, a new experimental setup was assembled.
Testing for experimental setup B was moved to the UARK Engineering Research Center
conference room, allowing for a maximum launch distance of 45ft. Five laser pointers were
placed at fixed locations of 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 feet along a tape measure, and the aircraft was
hand launched. The GoPro was used to record video of the launch at 60 frames per second, and
the video recordings were used to estimate the initial launch height and average velocity between
lasers.
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Figure 7.3 – Experimental Setup B Diagram

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Unfortunately, during the first launch attempt with experimental setup A the launcher
carriage malfunctioned causing the aircraft to fall short of the end of the launch rail. It sustained
damages, and no launch data was collected.
The following data was collected from the single launch of experimental setup B with zero
electrode retraction:

Positions
1 to 2
2 to 3
3 to landing
Overall

Δ Height (ft)

Average Velocity
(ft/s)

Δ Distance (ft)
5
5
9
19

25
23.1
21.6
22.8

X
X
X
4.5 ± 0.5

Table 8.1 – Range and Velocity of First Launch Attempt
The flight distances and average velocities between lasers 1, 2, 3, and the landing location
were determined using video recording of the first launch attempt. The overall change in height
could be determined but not the change in height between each location. The initial launch angle
also could not be determined. During the second launch attempt, the aircraft sustained serious
damages and no further tests could be conducted.
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The following performance data was determined from the launch:
L/D
D (lbf)
Cd

4.2 ± 0.4
0.65 ± 0.07
0.13 ± 0.02

Table 8.2 – Performance Data of First Launch Attempt
The performance of the aircraft was much lower than predicted for the fully deployed
electrode system and much lower than the MIT plane’s performance in unpowered, gliding
flight. This could be due to any number of manufacturing issues including the flexing of the tail
rod during glide, warping on the wing due to uneven shrink wrapping, or the accumulation of
asymmetries due to the numerous repairs done on the aircraft. These likely decreased the lifting
capabilities and increased the drag acting on the aircraft during flight, resulting in a low L/D.
Because it could not be tested in multiple configurations, no relationship could be found between
retraction angle and flight performance for the experiment.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following goals were accomplished through this research:
•

A theoretical analysis of the drag contribution due to electrode structure on an EAD
aircraft similar to the MIT ionic wind plane

•

The design, construction, and testing of a prototype EAD aircraft with a retractable
electrode system

To improve the functionality of the experimental setup, a few changes need to be made to
the aircraft and launcher. The aircraft weight distribution needs to be shifted further forward to
place the center of gravity in the proper location. The aircraft also needs a sturdier construction to
survive multiple launch attempts and landings during testing. The manufacturing issues mentioned
in section 8 should also be fixed. The launcher structure needs more bracing to keep rigid and
avoid bending during extension of the bungees, and the friction between the linear bearings and
rail needs to be accounted for. The carriage should also be redesigned to be lighter and to keep the
aircraft securely attached during launch until release.
For future research, one should test the effect of a retractable system with powered
electrodes. In addition to flight tests, ground tests of the electrodes should be conducted to measure
the effect of electrode alignment during retraction on thrust to power and thrust to area ratios.
Pulsatile operation should also be tested to see the effect on power consumption during flight.
Better designs that are capable of fully retracting the electrodes into the airframe should be
investigated as well as designs implementing DBD or SDBD.
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A. APPENDIX
A.1 Materials and Equipment List
•

•

•

•

Aircraft
o 2x 0.118” OD Carbon Fiber Tubes, 72” Long – wing spars
o 1x 0.197” OD Carbon Fiber Tube, 12” Long – spar joiner
o 1x 0.236” OD Carbon Fiber Tube, 72” Long – tail rod
o 2x Aero Light Balsa Sheets (3/32” x 4” x 36”) – wing ribs
o 4x Balsa Sheets (1/32” x 4” x 36”) – wing leading edge and trailing edge
o 2x Balsa Sheets (1/4” x 6” x 48”) – tail and fuselage
o 5x Aero-modelling Foam Board (10mm x 500mm x 700mm) – fuselage
o 6x Nylon Pan Head Screws Phillips 2-56 Thread, ¾” Long
o 4x Nylon Pan Head Screws Phillips 2-56 Thread, 1” Long
o 10x Nylon Hex Nut 2-56 Thread
o 16x Nylon Plastic Washers Number 2 Screw Size
o 2x UltraCote Lite Polyester Film – wing and tail skin
o Custom Designed ABS 3D Printed Joiners and Attachments
o Extreme Power CA Adhesive (thin and medium)
Launcher
o 2x Extra-Stretch Extension Spring, 42” Long, 1” OD, 26 lbs. Max – bungees
o 1” High x 1” Wide Single Rail T-Slotted Framing – frame
o 4x Antislip Leveling Mount for 1” High Single Rail – frame feet
o 4x Silver Corner Surface Bracket for 1” High Single Rail – frame brackets
o 4x Silver Corner Bracket, 2” Long for 1” High Single Rail – frame brackets
o 40x End-Fed Single Nut with Button Head ¼” – 20 Thread – frame fasteners
o 2x4 Lumber – carriage base
o 16x #8 x 2.5” Philips Bugle-Head Coarse Thread Wood Screws
o 2x ¼” Wood Screw Eyebolt
o Custom Designed ABS 3D Printed Attachments and Linear Bearings
Retraction System
o 4x MG90S Micro Servo Motors – retraction motors
▪ Stall Torque: 2.0kg/cm(4.8V)
▪ Operating Speed: 1.83E-3 seconds/degree
o 1x Arduino Uno – control board
o 1x Breadboard
o 32 AWG Solid Copper Wire – emitter wire
o Jumper Wires
o 4x Pushbuttons
o 1x 1kΩ 5% resistor
o 2x 10kΩ 5% resistor
o 1x 4.7kΩ 5% resistor
o Custom Designed ABS 3D Printed Linkages and Attachments
Testing
o 1x GoPro HERO8 – video recorder
o 2x 60yd Painter’s Tape – distance markers
o 5x Rayovac LED Laser Pointer Flashlight – distance markers
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A.2 Nomenclature
A

electrode area (ft^2)

AR

aspect ratio

b

wingspan, (ft)

CD

drag coefficient

CL

lift coefficient

D

drag (lbf)

Davg

average launch drag (lbf)

E

electric field strength (V/ft)

g

gravitational acceleration (ft/s^2)

h

height (ft)

k

spring rate (lb/in)

KE

kinetic energy (ft-lbf)

L

lift (lbf)

m

mass (lbm)

P

power (ft-lbf/s)

R

range (ft)

T

thrust (lbf)

U

gravitational potential energy (ft-lbf)

v

launch velocity (ft/s)

v∞

free stream velocity (ft/s)

Wdrag

drag losses (ft-lbf)

Wspring

spring work (ft-lbf)

Δx

bungee displacement (ft)

α

launch angle (deg)

ρ∞

free stream density (lbm/ft^3)

ε

permittivity (F/m)

λ

current density ratio

μ

ion mobility (ft^2/V-s)

ϕ

fluid performance parameter

θ

glide angle (deg)
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A.3 Arduino Code
//Add Servo library
#include <Servo.h>
//Define servos
Servo servo1;
Servo servo2;
Servo servo3;
Servo servo4;
//Servo positions (deg)
int count = 1;
int servoPos = 0;
int ref = 10; //reference position
int calibrate1 = 0; //calibration factor of servo 1
int calibrate2 = -6; //calibration factor of servo 2
int calibrate3 = -4; //calibration factor of servo 3
int calibrate4 = -4; //calibration factor of servo 4
//Neutral positions of each servo
int neut1 = ref + 90 - calibrate1;
int neut2 = ref + 90 - calibrate2;
int neut3 = ref + 90 - calibrate3;
int neut4 = ref + 90 - calibrate4;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
//Define servo signal inputs (digital PWM 3, 5, 6, 9)
servo1.attach(3);
servo2.attach(5);
servo3.attach(6);
servo4.attach(9);
}
//Servo neutral position
void ServoNeutral() {
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//Set each servo to neutral position
servo1.write(neut1);
servo2.write(neut2);
servo3.write(neut3);
servo4.write(neut4);
}
//Servo position hinge backward
void ServoBackward() {
int backAmount = 10; //hinge amount (deg)
int servo1Loc = servo1.read(); //servo 1 location (deg)
int servo2Loc = servo2.read(); //servo 2 location (deg)
int servo3Loc = servo3.read(); //servo 3 location (deg)
int servo4Loc = servo4.read(); //servo 4 location (deg)
servo1.write(servo1Loc - backAmount);
servo2.write(servo2Loc + backAmount);
servo3.write(servo3Loc - backAmount);
servo4.write(servo4Loc + backAmount);
}
//Servo position hinge forward
void ServoForward() {
int forwAmount = 10; //hinge amount (deg)
int servo1Loc = servo1.read(); //servo 1 location (deg)
int servo2Loc = servo2.read(); //servo 2 location (deg)
int servo3Loc = servo3.read(); //servo 3 location (deg)
int servo4Loc = servo4.read(); //servo 4 location (deg)
servo1.write(servo1Loc + forwAmount);
servo2.write(servo2Loc - forwAmount);
servo3.write(servo3Loc + forwAmount);
servo4.write(servo4Loc - forwAmount);
}
//Servo flapping function
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void ServoFlap() {
int flapDelay = 10; //flapping signal delay (ms)
int flapMin = ref; //minimum flap position (hinged forward)
int flapMax = ref+60; //maximum flap position (hinged backward)
for(servoPos = flapMin; servoPos < flapMax; servoPos++)
{
servo1.write(90-servoPos);
servo2.write(servoPos);
servo3.write(90-servoPos);
servo4.write(servoPos);
delay(flapDelay);
}
//Scan back from 180 to 0 degrees
for(servoPos = flapMax; servoPos > flapMin; servoPos--)
{
servo1.write(94-servoPos);
servo2.write(servoPos);
servo3.write(94-servoPos);
servo4.write(servoPos);
delay(flapDelay);
}
}
void loop() {
//ServoNeutral();
int buttonSignal = analogRead(A0); //stores button input
Serial.println(buttonSignal);
bool flap = false;
if(count == 1){
ServoNeutral();
}
if(buttonSignal >= 970 && buttonSignal <= 1030){
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ServoNeutral();
delay(1000);
}
else if(buttonSignal >= 880 && buttonSignal <= 940){
ServoBackward();
delay(1000);
}
else if(buttonSignal >= 660 && buttonSignal <= 720){
ServoForward();
delay(1000);
}
else if(buttonSignal >= 480 && buttonSignal <= 540){
flap = true;
while(flap == true){
ServoFlap();
buttonSignal = analogRead(A0); //stores button input
Serial.println(buttonSignal);
if(buttonSignal >= 970 && buttonSignal <= 1030){
flap = false;
}
}
}
count++;
}}
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A.4 Aircraft Design Parameters
Parameter
Prototype
Wing Airfoil
E387
Aspect Ratio
16.9
Mean Aerodynamic Chord (in)
8.7
Wingspan (in)
144
Wing Area (in^2)
1224
Vertical Tail Area (in^2)
88.1
Horizontal Tail Area (in^2)
150.6
Static Margin
0.4
Table A.6.1 – Aircraft Design Parameters

MIT Plane
N/A
17.9
11.29
202.4
2294.005
N/A
N/A
N/A

A.5 Aircraft Component Weights
Component
Weight (oz)
Tail
Fuselage
Retraction System and Electrodes
Wing
Control Board Assembly
Total
Table A.6.2 – Aircraft Component Weights
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2.8
17.5
7.7
10.4
6.4
44.8
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